NOTATIONS AND OVATIONS

CCM STUDENTS AND ALUMNI BRING MUSIC EDUCATION BACK TO THE CLASSROOM WITH COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAM

Through the Whiz Kids Music Program, current and former CCM students are making a difference in disadvantaged schools throughout Cincinnati. Read more...

CCM SALUTES LONGTIME SUPPORTER

The CCM community congratulates entrepreneur, philanthropist and distinguished UC alumnus Otto M. Budig Jr. on his recent induction into the 2014 class of Great Living Cincinnatians. Read more...

ALUMNI APPLAUSE

TWO CCM ALUMNI HONORED IN UC AWARDS CEREMONY THIS MONTH

Professor of Organ and Harpsichord Reflects on His First Year at CCM

Michael Unger calls his first year in Cincinnati “an absolute joy.” Read more...

STUDENT SALUTES

CCM DMA CANDIDATE RECEIVES FULLBRIGHT FELLOWSHIP

Nationally ranked and internationally renowned, a preeminent institution for the performing and media arts.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION

Like CCM on Facebook
Follow CCM on Twitter
Visit CCM on YouTube

DONATE TO CCM

TUNE IN

CCM’s graduating Musical Theatre majors bid campus a fond farewell in song. Watch now.

Explore the possibilities of CCM Drama in a new video created by E-Media major Tim Neumann. Watch now.

DID YOU KNOW?

PRESTIGIOUS PIANO COMPETITION RETURNS TO CCM VILLAGE

The world’s finest pianists come to Cincinnati June 23-28 for the 2014 World Piano Competition. Read more...

CCM HOSTS NATIONAL PIANO FORUM IN AUGUST

In 2000, the National Group Piano and Piano Pedagogy Forum (GP3) launched its first meeting at CCM as a grassroots forum with an emphasis on the practical aspects of teaching. Now over a decade later, GP3 continues its work about states and locales.

SAVE THE DATE

YOUR ELECTRONIC UPDATE FROM UC'S COLLEGE-CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

For more information, please visit UC’s College-Conservatory of Music online at ccm.uc.edu.
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